Directions for Editing the SBHC Poster Templates:

There are 6 different versions of the templates that can be used and edited with the appropriate information relevant to your SBHC. On the following pages are examples of the poster templates, with red boxes that highlight the areas of text that can be edited. On the templates, example text has already been entered as a guide, but your SBHC may choose to alter the information based on your SBHC’s specific services and policies. Please note, only the text in those areas are editable - all other fields, such as pictures or the size of the white boxes, cannot be changed. To modify the editable text fields, click on the appropriate text and it will turn into a working text box where you can make changes as necessary.

Template Options:

1a) Yellow SBHC Poster without the Pride Triangle in bottom corner
1b) Yellow SBHC Poster with the Pride Triangle in bottom corner
2a) Green AWC Flyer without the Pride Triangle in bottom corner
2b) Green AWC Flyer with the Pride Triangle in bottom corner
3a) Green AWC Poster without the Pride Triangle in bottom corner
3b) Green AWC Poster with the Pride Triangle in bottom corner

Editable text in the Yellow SBHC poster:

- Introduction statement with identification of your SBHC name included
- Common topics and list of services your SBHC currently provides
- Location information
- Hours of operation and walk-in availability
- Privacy statement
- Billing and Insurance policies
- Phone number
- Website or social media contact info (such as Twitter or Facebook)
- Considerations for inclusion of Safe Space/Pride Triangle

Editable text in the Green AWC poster/flyer:

- Name of your SBHC
- List of clinical SBHC staff
- Location information
- Hours of operation and walk-in availability
- SBHC website or social media contact info (such as Twitter or Facebook)
- Common topics and list of services your SBHC currently provides
- Privacy statement
- Billing and Insurance policies
- Phone number
- Considerations for inclusion of Safe Space/Pride Triangle

For questions please contact Cate Vreede at vrede@ohsu.edu.
Example of SBHC poster template (1a & 1b) highlighting the areas of text that can be edited:

HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE SCHOOL BASED HEALTH CENTER?

Editable introduction text and inclusion of your SBHC’s formal name here.

COMMON TOPICS YOU CAN HAVE ADDRESSED:
Editable text of your SBHC’s list of services offered.

YOUR PRIVACY IS IMPORTANT
Editable text of your privacy statement.

BILLING & INSURANCE
Editable text of your billing and insurance policies.

WHERE ARE WE LOCATED?
Enter SBHC location here

WHEN ARE WE OPEN?
Enter SBHC hours here, and walk-in availability
Trustworthy, Convenient, Confidential

Add website or social media here.

Stop by or call us @
We want to partner with you to provide the best care possible. Make your appointment today!

Enter phone #

Decide to use version with or without triangle?
Example of AWC flyer template (2a & 2b) highlighting the areas of text that can be edited:

**DID YOU KNOW?**

Only 1 in 5 Oregon teens gets an annual check-up, and the odds of having poor physical and mental health in adulthood can be 52% higher for people who don’t receive needed care early in life.

1 in every 3 Oregon teens experienced depression last year, and 1 in 6 seriously considered suicide.

Each year there are 9.5 million new STD infections among young adults.

Teens who start drinking at an earlier age are 4 to 5 times more likely than others to develop alcohol abuse as adults.

That’s why it’s important to have a check-up each year... even when you are NOT sick.

From sprained ankles, to feeling stressed, to relationships and even sexual health, confidential services are available to you at the

**Enter SBHC Name here**

Our providers are specifically trained and interested in working with teens and they will never judge you. They will listen and help you overcome challenges to become successful and independent both in body and mind.

**Our Clinical Staff Include:**

**Enter list of SBHC clinical staff here.**

**WHERE ARE WE LOCATED?**

* We are located:

**Enter SBHC location here**

We are open:

**Enter SBHC hours here, and walk-in availability**

Trustworthy • Convenient • Confidential

Our goal is to partner with you to provide the best care possible. Stop by today!

**Add website or social media here.**

**COMMON TOPICS Addressed**

**AT A CHECK-UP:**

Editable text of your SBHC’s list of services offered.

Editable text of your privacy statement.

**BILLING & INSURANCE**

Editable text of your billing and insurance policies.

If you have questions or if you want to make an appointment, stop by or call toll-free.

**Enter SBHC phone # here**

Decide to use version with or without triangle?
Example of AWC poster template (3a & 3b) highlighting the areas of text that can be edited:

**Enter SBHC Name here**

**Enter list of SBHC clinical staff here.**

**Enter SBHC location here**

**Enter SBHC hours here, and walk-in availability**

**Enter SBHC phone # here**

**Add website or social media here.**

**Decide to use version with or without triangle?**